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requests for money; big budget decisions
By Carol Braun

As the Budget Committee
finishes hearings on 1973-74
activity fund
requests this
week, factors to be kept in
mind, according to Dr. Eugene
Philipps committee chairman,
include student interest and
participation in the various
activities.
It is the responsibility of the
Committee to review each
activity request and draw up a
budget recommendation based
on predicted activity fees and
income from activities for next
year.

Although information on the
number of people served by
each activity is considered
helpful, it has been pointed out
by several activity advisors
that this criteria is not entirely
valid, since equals are often not
being compared. For instance,
some
activities are geared
toward spectators while for
other activities, spectatorship is
not a factor.
The following are estimates of
student participation in each
activity as reported by the
organizations themselves. The
activities are arranged from
largest to smallest in terms of

their present net allotment of
funds (money that comes from
activity fees only).
Intercollegiate
Athletics
($33,000) for the year involves
241 men on all teams. Students
made up 78 per cent of the total
attendance at all home athletic
events throughout the year,
averaging 306 student
spectators at each football
game, 518 at each basketball
game, and, for the whole
season, 354 at wrestling meets
and 312 at indoor track.
The Student Union Planning
Board (SUPB) ($27,500 net)
reports that it has three

Tuesday's June-like weather brought out the minstrel in Andy Roe
(guitar) and Chuck McDonnell (recorder). Photo by Jeff Liss.

3rd Senate taking shape
By Rich McLaughlin

If a number of Moorhead
State College students were
asked to name three campus
senates, all would undoubtedly
mention the Student Senate ...
and many would add the
Faculty Senate ... but few,
probably, would know of the
forth-coming
Professional
Support Personnel Senate.
The Staff Senate, as it is more
commonly known,
was the
offspring of the revamped 1971
State College Board Rules and
Regulations calling for, among
other things, senates to
represent the three segments of
campus population — students,
faculty and staff.
A constitutional committee
composed of four students, four
faculty members, three
administration representatives,
and Dean Webster,
superintendent of buildings and
grounds, representing the Civil
Service staff, was formed in the
fall of 1971.
The committee worked on the
draft of the constitution for 18

executive
officers, seven ticket holders. In addition,
coordinators and about fifty several of the performers gave
committee members. Activities w o r k s h o p s t h a t d r e w a n
average of 150 to 200 students.
sponsored this year by SUPB
included Ceasar's Palace,
Summer Theatre, ($7,200)
attended by 2,200; Human presents eight plays during the
Sexuality Series, about 500; summer. About 50 to 60 students
Friday night movies, about 125; are involved in the productions.
Wednesday night movies,
KMSC Radio ($5,800) is
averaging 300 to 350, but staffed by about 45 workers.
ranging from 150 to 700 They are now in the process of
(depending on the popularity of , c o n d u c t i n g a l i s t e n e r s h i p
the film) and the Coffee House, survey, but estimate that about
275 to 350 people each weekend. 80 per cent of
on-campus
E q u a l O p p o r t u n i t i e s f o r students listen to KMSC at least
Minority Students (EOMS) once in a while.
received $10,000 which is used to
Intramural Athletics ($5,700)
help pay the tuition of 10 in-state provides both men's and co-ed
and 17 out-of-state minority activities. Student participation
students. EOMS advisor Sylvia amounted to
25
in trap
Maupins explained that State shooting, 15 in tug-of-war, 10 in
Law requires that minority racketball, 10 in cross country,
students be present on campus 37 in wrestling, 58 in diving and
a n d p a r t i c i p a t e i n H u m a n swimming, 14 in tennis, 900 in
Relations courses in order for men's basketball, 755 in flash
MSC students working toward football, 170 in indoor track, 20
teaching degrees to earn their in badminton, 430 in volleyball,
h u m a n r e l a t i o n s p o i n t s . 70 in co-ed basketball, over 1,000
Activities sponsored by EOMS in softball and averaging 40 a
are largely self-funding.
night for open swimming. An
D r a m a t i c s ( $ 9 , 5 0 0 n e t ) estimated 40 students per day
averaged 300 students involved check out equipment to use on
in all phases of production their own.
The Women's Recreational
including acting, set
Association ($5,500 net) takes in
construction, costumes and
publicity. Attendance for the both women's intramural and
first two major productions, intercollegiate athletics. For
"1776" and "A Good Woman of i n t r a m u r a l s , p a r t i c i p a n t s
Setzuan," totaled 4,520 personsj averaged about 30 at open
2,028 of them Moorhead State s w i m m i n g n i g h t s , 2 5 f o r
volleyball, 80 for flash football,
College students.
Series for Performing Arts 110 to 115 for basketball, more
($7,500) sold 1,206
student than 140 for softball and about
tickets on an individual basis, 400 women have signed out
with another 388 admissions recreational equipment to use
resulting from student season on their own.
...Continued on Page 4
EDITOR'S NOTE: The table below is a comparison between the
gross allocations of activity fees for 1972-73 and the gross requests
for 1973-74. Gross allocations and requests, differ from net
allocations and requests in that gross figures reflect the money
brought in by activities as well as the money taken in from student
activity fees.
_

months, from 1970 to March representative of Chancellor G.
1971, according to Dr. Robert Theodore Mitau and Assistant
Attorney General Nelson, a
Hanson, chairman.
satisfactory arrangement for
The draft is now in the hands all is expected soon, Hanson
|
Account
of a special assistant attorney claims.
9401 Student Senate
general, Peter Nelson, who will
9402 General Administration
Hanson expects that a final 9403 Dean's Fund
advise as to its legality, Hanson
draft of the document will be 9405 Orientation
said.
approved at the next and final 9406 I.D. Cards
He added that the committee meeting of the committee. It 9407 EOMS
9409 Student Refunds
will be forwarded to the State 9410-19 Intercollegiate Athletics
expects the reply soon.
C o l l e g e B o a r d f o r f i n a l 9420 Cheerleaders
A n o b s t a c l e t o q u i c k approval, or disapproval,"after 9421 Convocations
approval, Hanson explained, review by MSC President 9422 Art Activities
9423 KMSC Radio
came from Council Six, the Roland Dille.
9424 Series for Performing Arts
state organization of Civil
International Films
According to Webster, the 9425
Service employees, who feared
9426 Photo Displays
union members would be new senate will have an input in 9427 Extra-Mural Athletic Insurance
participating in activities the the decision making process of
9430 Forensics
u n i o n b e l i e v e s s h o u l d b e campus government for the 9433 Dramatics
9436General Music
r e s e r v e d f o r c o l l e c t i v e professional employees.
9437 Band
bargaining.
9438 Varsity Choir
He expects representation in 9539 Concert Choir
Hanson said the union was not areas not previously accessible
9441 Orchestra
satisfied with explanation of to the staff such as parking 9442 Opera
state officials that staff senates p o l i c y a n d o t h e r m a t t e r s 9443 Stage Band
would not be involved in such directly or indirectly involving 9451 Social Science Journal
9452 Advocate
matters as pay increases and staff people.
9456-63 Student Union
merit promotions. The union
9469 Foreign Students
Webster added that the new
demanded that senate
9470 Challenge of Ideas
c o n s t i t u t i o n s s p e c i f i c a l l y senate would give the staff an
9471 Womens Recreational Assoc.
outlet for their grievances and
9472 Intra-Murals
exclude such activities.
9473 Summer Theatre
Since union officials have complaints.
Inter Residence Hail Council
been meeting with a

1972-73
Gross
Allocaations

1973-74
Gross
Requests

$ 4,459.00
2,800.00
150,00
3,000.00
1,800.00
10,000.00
1,800.00
41,500.00
475.00
-02,700.00
5,800.00
10,500.00
500.00
125.00
4,700.00
5,400.00
18,500.00
420.00
3,750.00
1,250.00
4,000.00
3,700.00
8,500.00
4,600.00
400.00
20,000.00
30,500.00
2,600.00
-05,500.00
5,750.00
16,000 00
-0-

$14,469.00
3,500.00
200,00
4,500.00
1,500.00
15,150.00
1,800.00
54,667.00
1,331.00
-04,700 00
7,734.35
17,500.00
600.00
250.00
4,700.00
5,400.00
18,500.00
375.00
4,080.00
850.00
7,275.00
6,570.00
6,550.00
5,425.00
400.00
28,000.00
51,528.00
3,500.00
1,000.00
9,070.00
9,897.00
16,000.00
500.00
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don't hold breath for CA breathing room

By Jean Farrand
Expansion of the Center for
the Arts facilities apparently
depends on the actions of the
1973 Minnesota State
Legislature, according to
Duane Grier, physical plant
director.
The 1972 legislature
appropriated funds for the
planning of the building's
expansion which was approved
last year by the State Building
Commission. These plans are
presently: in the workingdrawing stages. However, no
monies have been appropriated
for the actual construction of
the planned addition.

Temporary plans have been
made for relocating the
departments if the expansion
plans are carried through. The
Art Department will probably
move into the new addition
while the Music Department
will expand into what is
presently the Art area of the
building. The Speech-Theatre
Department will also expand
into the new addition. Under the

Were you born to fly?

w& m

Even though the general
enrollment of the college has
decreased in the last several
academic years, the enrollment
of students in the departments
located in the Center for the
Arts has been on the increase.
This
was the determining
factor for initially planning to
expand the facilities.

construction funds. Thus the
departments housed in the
Center for the Arts may have to
adjust to the uncomfortable
conditions for an undetermined
length of time.

proposed plans there is also a be a positive attitude for the
provision for an education wing expansion proposal in theState
to be housed in the expanded Legislature, according to Mr.
facilities.
Grier no one can foresee
whether or not the 1973
Even though there seems to legislature will appropriate

v-

0:'P

these two rings nestle as if
made for each other - which
they are. From our matchless
selection of wedding sets.

18C

KIDDIE
BURGER
"For Little Hands"

auto dine

DOWNTOWN FARGO
ANDWEST ACRES

10th and Main, Moorhead

* 150.00
REWARD
For information leading to recovery of
two speakers, walnut finished, No. 380,
Award. 26"xl8". Stolen from Newman
Center the night of April 15, 1973.

Call Father O'Neill
236-9596

Educational System of Europe
June 16-July 15, '73

*995°°

(8 Graduate-Undergraduate credits available)

*

Navy pilots get that along with 30-days paid
vacation, free medical and dental care, full
pay with sick leave, expensive educational
benefits and much more.
Prepare for that long sought after civilian
job . . . get valuable "experience" in
management

and

learn

what

the

word

"responsibility" really means through the
naval aviation program.

Directors:
-I-Dr. Grant Bateman — Bemidji
+ Prof. Doris Olson — Southwest

*

Most college graduates will spend two to
five years in their first career job...
but most college graduates will not earn
over ^9,000 a year to start nor earn
$16,000 per year within five years!!!

Make it a point (and an appointment) to talk

*

with

Summer Schedule

Dewey

Nelson,

Navy

Aviation

Information Officer.

(all rt Amsterdam)

June 16-July 15
June 17-August 12
July 01-July 31

r

Call or Write

T R A V E L
: ;y A*"

:*v:,V; :;"

;d:;

$249.00
$249.00
$249.00

Will Be On Campus
April 24, 25,26
In Owens Hall
10 - 3

the

•any
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Hayden, alive and truckin',
speaks out on Asia and POWs
By Julie Henderson
Tom Hayden spoke to an
attentive audience for about one
hour April 12 on the Nixon
policy in Southeast Asia and the
need to continue the anti-war
movement.
Hayden opened his remarks
with a recap of times when "we
used to feel it was paranoid to
think things were bugged, that
we were being followed, or spies
were infiltrating
the
organization. But this was
before the time the military
turned its intelligence on
domestic issues and
surveillance to include the
Democratic party. Reality
turns out to be crazier than our
imagination."
A founder of the Students for a
Democratic Society, Hayden
was a defender in the Chicago
Eight conspiracy trial,
accompanied a peace
delegation to Hanoi and has
authored several books.
Hayden also defended the
much-publicized comment by
his wife, actress Jane Fonda,
saying in effect that the
returning POW's were liars and
were not tortured.

"When they began returning,
I shared the feelings of
happiness that this part of the
war was over and because the
POW's were in such good
physical shape.
"But I became puzzled when
each said exactly the same
thing in exactly the same
language. The simultaneous
press conferences also struck
me as curious."
Hayden also criticized the
press for giving the impression
that all the POW's were
tortured and that torture was
normal prison policy. He
maintained an equal number
were not and that the press has
virtually ignored the quote by
Commander Jeremiah Denton
saying he forced the
Vietnamese to be brutal to him,
to gain publicity.
"In 1967 I accompanied three
POW's back from South
Vietnam to the United States.
These men were career men,
pro-military. They admitted
they collaborated with
the
enemy, urged the United States
to put down their guns, and
wrote anti-war leaflets, even
teaching the Vietnamese
English. They said it was

routine policy for them to avoid
court martial by saying they
were tortured into doing such
things," he said.
Reasons for the Pentagon
staging the POW press
conferences were to
congratulate Nixon for getting
peace with honor, and to
discredit the anti-war
movement, Hayden said. His
statement "If the peace
movement prolonged the war,
what would the military do?"
was greeted by light laughter
from theaudience.
He said another purpose of
the conferences was to "pave
American history for aConnally
or Agnew in 1976."
Hayden stressed the positive
effects of the peace movement,
including the winding down of
the war and the abolition of the
draft, and urged the students to
continue to be concerned about
U.S. involvement in Cambodia,
and complete implementation
of the January treaty.
Hayden was sponsored by the
North Country Peace
M o v e m e n t a n d w a s
accompanied by the Alive and
Trucking theatre group.

HEFER
Pre-moving

auto dine

quarter pound Ranchburger
every Monday.

10th and Main, Moorhead

SALE!
Fantastic Savings
on 1973 Chevorlets

AL HAMBURGER SPECIALISTS |

Kriffwhi FREE
COFFEE
if our parking lot is

2 for
a BUCK

CHEVROLET

Tom Hayden, one of the Chicago conspiracy defendants,
spoke at Moorhead State College April 12. Photo by Jetf Liss.

empty.

auto dine
10th and Main, Moorhead

Town And Country Flowers
1301 - 2nd St. So., Moorhead - Dial 233-1323

Say It With A Flower
PLENTY OF PARKING
FREE DELIVERY
620 2nd Ave., Fargo

235-2102

THE KEG

EMBASSY $350.00

People who drink lots of beer want it good, cold and
cheap. These people go to THB KEG. See ya there.

Save from $400 to $1200 on over
600 Chevrolets Available During This Sale!

KNIGHT S FORMAL WEAR

We've Gotta move 'em all,
before we move in May.

OFFERS THE MOST
COMPLETE STOCK
IN THE VALLEY.

This means tremendous, money-saving
deals for you on every car, pickup and
truck in stock.

COME IN
FOR EXPERT ADVICE
OR DIAL 232-8729
WINTERSET FROM $150

Free brochure on request.

RES
236-7010

236-8200

a.Ice'
REGISTERFO .Ol AMOND

21st St. and E. Main — Moorhead

RINGS

DIAMOND CENTER

FORMAL <4=^ WEAR
512 1st Ave. North, Fargo, N.D.

*7$
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activity fee budget
A total of about 143 women
have been involved in
intercollegiate
athletics
through the year. There were
roughly 15 participating in field
hockey, 24 in volleyball, 24 in
basketball, ten in gymnastics,
ten in badminton, ten in tennis,
eight in golf, 15 in softball and
25 in track and field.
Forensics ($5,400) involved
approximately 60 students
totally. Readers Theatre
performances have been
attended by 1,000 students and
1,452 community people.
Opera ($5,000 net) is still to be
presented. Approximately 75 to
110 students will be involved in
the production.
Extra-mural
Athletic
Insurance ($4,700) provides
insuance coverage for all men
and women competing in
athletic events against other
schools. These activities are not
covered by MSC's regular
insurance policy.
The Student Senate ($4,459)
involved 19 senators, one workstudy secretary, and a current
constituency of 4,390 registered
students.
Concert Choir ($4,000)
numbered about 50 students.
No records are available of
attendance at music
department presentations since
no admission is charged.
The Advocate (student
newspaper) ($4,000) has

By Steve Webber

"This is my own show!" Deborah Zitzow echoed these
words at the open forums prior to her election as Moorhead
State Student Senate president.
Who is she trying to fool?
Again, one of former president David Strauss' pet
projects has crept into the 1974 Student Senate Budget.
In a year when every activity can expect cutbacks due to
decreasing enrollment, Zitzow has budgeted for a "muchneeded" off-campus bulletin.
Senators supporting the idea argued the Advocate is not
the ultimate communications medium, and students have
no access to the news pages; especially off-campus
students.
Instead of complaining and criticizing about accessto the
newspaper, chastizing individuals would have better spent
their time finding how they could improve coverage of their
project by investigating the different means of access to the
Advocate.
Since most who proclaim lack of access are too lazy to
discover these avenues for themselves, I have listed every
possible way in which an event can be covered in the
Advocate.
1) Display advertising costs $1.75 per column inch for
downtown businessmen, and $1 per column inch for
activities budgeted for with student activity fees. Display
advertising is guaranteed access.
2) Classified advertising (want ads) costs non-students $1
per 20 words, while Moorhead State students are only
charged 10 cents per 20 words. Classified advertising is
guaranteed access.
3) The weekly calendar is free. All students wishing to
publicize their activity need only call Irene Hexum,
coordinator of campus scheduling, at 236-2173. The weekly
calendar is guaranteed access.
4) The MSC Official Bulletin is free. Administrativerelated topics can be announced in the Official Bulletin by
notifying Don Engberg, registrar, at 236-2161. The Official
Bulletin is guaranteed access.
5) Announcements are free. Short announcements about
an event may be submitted at the newspaper office, but
since they are used as filler their appearance is not
guaranteed.
6) Assigned stories are free, as are announcements, but
even their appearance is not guaranteed as the priority of
stories varies from week to week.
7) Letters to the editor are free. If accepted by 5 p.m. the
Tuesday prior to publication, all letters will be published,
provided space allows. If space is too tight the letters will be
shortened and edited.
Anyone who complains they have no access to the
newspaper has not taken the time to look into it. If there is a
lack of publicity concerning certain programs, the remedy
is not to allocate $400 for an entirely new publication that
will face the same problems; but to try working for
improved relations within the slots provided above

advocate

The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead
State College, Moorhead, Minn., during the academic year, except during
quarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
Advocate editorials express the opinions of this newspaper's editor, unless
they are signed as being written by another person.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside, Comstock
Memorial Student Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 and 2552. The advocate
is prepared for publication by the Lakes Publishing Co. of Detroit Lakes,
MN, and printed in Hawley, MN.
Before it can be considered for.publicat jn, any story or feat" e material
turned into The Advocate must be- a) typewritten on one side of paper only,
b) with typewritten lines 65 spaces wide and c) double-spaced between lines.
Both an original and a carbon copy must be turned in. Noon the Monday
before is the deadline for material to be published Thursday of that week,
with the exception of want ads and display ads which will be accepted later at
the discretion of the editor.

To The Editor:
Just like Hitler in "Mein
Kampf," we find that the
Student Body President, Deb
Zitzow, informed the people of
her intentions prior to assuming
office. In a classic freudian slip,
Ms. Zitzow during the open
forum preceeding her election
stated that if she became
President it would be "her
show" and she would run it "her
way." Its been my experience
in life that doing things "your
way" invariably has a high
cost. Especially when doing a
thing "your way" means
ignoring the wishes and needs of
people you are supposed to be
working with.
I submit that it is obvious to
those attending Senate
meetings that the*President is
more often a dissonant factor
than a unifying one.

(cont. from Page 1)

approximately 45 to 50 students
as staff members and has a
weekly circulation of 4,000
copies.
Band ($3,750) includes both
wind ensemble and concert
band.
About 80 students
participate in concert band and
49 in wind ensembles. Again,
there is no estimate of
audiences available.
Orchestra, ($3,700) involved
26 students.
Orientation ($3,000), involves
about 150 workers including
student advisors, group leaders,
resident assistants and
coordinators, It serves
approximately 1,000 new
students.
Art activities ($2,700) is
responsible for providing the
art exhibits in the Center for the
Arts. Since the exhibits are seen
by anyone passing through the
building, there is no estimate of
audiences available.
Stage Band ($2,600) involved
18 students and played a steady
schedule of concerts both on and
off campus.
Foreign students ($2,600) is
an organization of about 45
students. The funds are mainly
used for scholarships for about
11 students.
Varsity Choir ($1,250), which
numbers about 100 students,
performs two major concerts
and several off-campus request
performances each year. This
group includes the Women's
Chorus.

entertain more than one
viewpoint on any given subject
— her own. Often, being a good
leader means giving up your
stand for the good of the group.
The result of inflexibility on the
part of a chairman is the
eventual polarization of the
group.
T h e c h a n n e l s o f
communication upon which the
Senators depend are being
stifled. The result is a lack of
communication and associated
lack of common agreement in
the one group of students that
must, by its very nature present
a unified face to the world.

My other gripe with our new
President is that her
administrative capabilities are
by no means on a par with
either her enthusiasm or her
energy. The result is that we are
Deb's greatest failure as a in danger of developing our
chairperson is her inability to v e r y o w n s p r a w l i n g
bureaucracy with all the
financial and political

Steve Webber
Julie Henderson
Webb White
Don Haagenson
Jeff Tiedeman
Phil Hilker
Ron Wood
Advertising Staff
Circulation
Cartoonist
Secretaries
Copy desk

International Films (tc
will have presented 19'm?'
the end of the academic vHy
Attendance at the fiims r

from 20 to 100, depending onf
amount of interest in each
Cheerleaders ($4?
numbered 12 varsity (six ^
and six women) and
freshman.
The General Music accoum

($420) makes it

possible

present student and facult
recitals.
. v
There is no accurate record«
how many recitals have b»
presented this year, butTI

example, there are 12 schedule
for May. Each recital
involve from one to rP
performers.
The Social Science Journal

($400) contains articles written
by students on the subjects of
social and behavioral sciences
Any student is eligible to submit
an article, but it must conform
to the prescribed subject
matter. It will be distributed
free of charge after it is
published this spring.
The recommendations of the
Budget Committee will be given
to the Student Senate sometime
n e x t w e e k , l a t e r than
scheduled. Hearings on the
account requests have taken the
C o m m i t t e e l o n g e r than
anticipated, according to
Deborah Zitzow (sr-Moorhead),
Student Senate president and a
m e m b e r of the Budget
Committee.

irresponsibility that normally
accompanies such an
enterprise.
The Senates responsibility to
the students of thiscollegeis not
necessarily to provide myriad
services for the student body,
but to insure that such services
are provided. The Senate is
responsible, primarily, for the
maximum use of available
resources. Senators take fullest
advantage of the structures
already in existance rather than
trying to purchase new ones.
Protect and conserve student
activities funds as though they
were your own, as indeed they
partially are. I feel that the
greatest problem facing the
Senate, is waste; waste of time,
money, material, and
resources. Effective
management is the key to
efficient operation — of a
Senate or a college.
PHILIP POWELL

Editor
Associate Editor
Business & Advertising Manager
Photography Chief
Sports Editor
Entertainment Editor
Layout Consultant
Nancy Bond, Ron Wood
MSC Circle K chapter & Roger Hunt
.
Don Garey
Debbie Kirschbaum, Gail Bancroft
Jan Fredrickson, Joette Schneider,
Mark Jackson, Donna Bart, Gail Bancroft

Regina Larson
Writers and Photographers: Donna Bart, Ryan RakVon
Nancy
Lynne Bell, Dave Benning, Carol Braun GavL> m
«
Beeson,
sse te- Paula Dammel,
Russ Falk, Jean Farrand, Bruce Hanson K u r t w
H„n,. J„y Kiefer, Theresa La* 7e« U*"Z""' R<W
Moses, Colleen Oien, Ann Pepple, Phil Powell **
« McLaughlin, Sandy
S n y d e r , d o h n 3 d , , . . T o n , Z , ^ 2 ,S
^
a
V
2
S
Young.

To The Editor :

In the name of the Carmelita
Sanchez's of Americawe protest
your printing of the "WandaMelvin" want ad in the April 12
Advocate. You are stereotyping
Chicanas, thus increasing
racism on campus. To suggest
that this mythical woman
"hooks on the side" is obviously
derogatory and insulting to all
Chicanos. Surely, the few coins
that the Advocate makes off
want ads is not worth the damge
that such ads do to the image c.
Chicaras. We demand that you
review your want ad policy an
stop printing such ads.
Sincerely,

ELIZABETH GARCIA
CARMELITA LUGO
JANICE C. HOOD
(New Center)

to the editor
To The Editor:
Sir,
The Orifice, Hooker's Haven,
Oral Hygiene, Hot Potato Salad,
Mrs. Folgers, Cider Cellar,
Funky Lunchbox, Sterile
Chicken, Ground Inn, Baked
Alaska.
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legislature affairs report

Being disappointed, I played
the roving reporter and asked a
number of fellow students what
they thought about the name
"Wooden Nickel."

"Oh my god, it has to do with
drugs, you know nickel bag, get
it?" cooed one quite comely
The Student Union Program coed.
Board, in an effort to elicit some
sort of imaginative creativity
"Great "yawned a young jock
on campus, decided to name the type before dropping into a
coffeehouse. The manner in plate-of highly glorified rice.
which the coffee house was to be
named was by a contest. The
"It's a safe name, but geez, no
afore mentioned group of guts, no blue chips," answered
names were rejected, the another disgruntled student.
winner was "The Wooden
Nickel." A name lacking any
"I think it flat out sucks," a
creativity, uniqueness and well-known on campus celestial
imagination. It's a pity a name celebrity contributed.
like that has to endure for
generations just because of the
It's an uncontroversial, putunimaginative persistance of me-to-sleep, please them teeny
one prominant figure who is boppers type name and for all
associated with general union practical purposes it's a keeper,
operations.
sad as it may seem. It's better
than the trite name I had 10-1
odds on to take the big first
prize — THE DRAGON'S DEN
— yech.
KURT HEGLAND
To The Editor:
We would like to comment on
last week's lead story about the
fires in Grantham and
Holmquist residence halls. As
R.A. and desk worker from
third floor Grantham we were
present during the incident and
were able to observe directly
the events that took place. We
were surprised, to say the least,
by the Advocate's account of the
incident. The story was
obviously based largely on
hearsay rather than fact.
Steve Webber, who authored
the article, interviewed only
Elliot
Garb, who was not
present in Grantham that night,
and Mike Pehler, who was at
the scene after the fire was
noticed and the residents
alerted. Those two people were
excellent sources for the article,
but unfortunately Webber did
not go deep enough with his
investigation. He made no
attempt to talk to the Grantham
resident director nor to the
R.A.'s and desk workers who
were directly involved. Instead
he apparently gained the
remainder of his information
from students who lacked first
hand knowledge of the events.

extinguish the fires with the
hand extinguishers." Again , we
find ourselves wondering where
Webber gained this
information. It is true that
residents of third floor
Grantham did spot the fire and
tried an alarm without success.
However, their next step was
not to notify the director, but to
immediately evacuate the
residents by banging loudly on
all doors and alerting the
women. A fourth floor R.A.
notified the director, who then
proceeded to turn on the master
switch that sounded the alarm,
and called the fire department.
It is important to note that a
large number of the residents
were out of the building in a
matter of minutes after the fire
was discovered, even though
the alarm system was
inoperative for a brief time.
The fact that the alarm didn't
go off immediately is
inexcusable and definitely
should be investigated.
However,it should also be
stressed that even though the
alarm did not function
immediately, the Grantham
residents responded to the
situation remarkably well.

For example, Webber stated,
Through faulty reporting
"Some students charged that a
Steve
Webber damaged the
few extinguishers were empty
when they tried to use them to credibility of his newspaper. As
put the fire out." We are students who regularly read the
amazed that in a lead story the Advocate, we were disillusioned
Advocate would not bother to with such a blatant distortion of
check further such startling the facts by the newspaper's
information. If they would have, own editor. We feel it is
they would have discovered that important that the facts be
the fire extinguishers were made known in order to dispel
indeed functioning and were the many rumors that have
used successfully by Doug startled hall residents. In this
Lueders to extinguish the fire. case, the Advocate has been
journalistically irresponsible.
The article also summarized Any story printed on these
the action as follows: "After pages should be checked
trying seven or eight alarms, thoroughly and based on facts
residents of third floor rather than hearsay. We hope
-Grantham then alerted the that the editor will accept this
residence director, who important responsibility and
sounded the alarm after finding work to re-establish the
.out the system had been turned credibility of the Advocate.
off, proceeded to evacuate the
building and attempted to

Sincerely,
KAYE SNELL
BECKY KENT

governor recommends more for colleges
By Mark Johnson
Legislative affairs
coordinators from each of the
Minnesota state colleges met
with MSCSA Minnesota State
College Student Association
lobbyist Tim Penny
(srWinona) April 13 in St. Paul.
Gov. Wendell Anderson was
supposed to meet with the group
but had to cancel out at the last
minute.
Instead, the legislative affairs
representatives met with aids to
the governor. Julian Collins, an
aid to the governor, announced
that Anderson has made some
additional
recommendations
for the higher education budget
over what he had originally
requested in his budget
message to legislators.
The governor threw his
support behind the student loan
program, which was reported in

the April 13 edition of the
Advocate. His latest
recommended
appropriation
will amount to an extra $1
million, which will provide
Minnesota students up to $30..
million in loans each year.

adjustments that arerequired by
changes in enrollments in our
public colleges." The Junior
College System will also get the
same amount of funds.
The Grants-in-Aid program is
another area where the
governor requests more money.
Anderson recommends
now
that an additional $1 million
dollars be added to the original
$13 million requested. A re
examination of renewal rates
for the Grant-in-Aids program,,
along with potential new
committments, made the
additional request necessary.

The governor also has asked
for money to soften the blow of
faculty cuts. The additional
funds requested amount to
$600,000 dollars for the State
College System. The governor
stated, in his memo of April 10,
"I recommend that the State
College Board be instructed to
use most of these funds in the
first year of the biennium." A
report will then be given to the
These additional requests
Legislature concerning faculty were for a total of $4.1 million
reductions and contractual dollars. The governor sent these
obligations.
requests to appropriate
committee chairmen in both
Anderson believes, "these houses of the Legislature.
contingency funds will do a
great deal to ease the severe
problems of faculty

MSCSA head visits Dragon Senate
College Board, this program
would provide legal aid to
Rules were temporarily students by hiring lawyers on
suspended at the April 16 retainer
to aid and advise
Student Senate meeting, students with legal problems,
enabling Senators to question Jan
The Senate also voted to give
Nelson, Minnesota State College
Student Association (MSCSA) Janet Jolls (jr -Crookston) $22.
president Lorn Southwest State Jolls has been asked to present
College.
an economics paper at St. Olaf
and, since she is representing
Much of the questioning the -college, the Senate was
centered on the funding of asked to help defray her
college lobbyists at the expenses.
Minnesota Legislature,
According to Nelson, between
$300 and $350 dollars have been
raised by Minnesota's state
colleges for lobbying mainly at
Southwest and Bemidji.
By Phil Powell
By Lynne Bell

It was also decided
to
reimburse Mark E. Johnson
(jr -Hibbing) for his recent trip
to St. Paul as legislative affairs
co-ordinator.
Due to the Easter break, the
next Senate meeting will be
Tuesday, April 24}at 4 p.m.

0

£

a

£
£

0

senate shotgun

Nelson also said that State
College - Board Chancellor
G. Theodore Mitau only has
recommended that student
activity fee money not be used
for the funding of lobbyists
since, it is state money.
However, the problem lies in
whether this money is still state
money after it has been spent,
especially if it goes to somebody
like a lobbyist.
MSCSA is also checking into
a plan which would place
records of all the students in the
Minnesota State College System
in computer banks. A problem
MSCSA sees arising from this
involves the degree of
confidentiality these records
would then have.
Possible MSCSA programs
for next year include improving
communications between
student senates and the MSCSA.
There is also hope of developing
a continuing education program
about MSCSA and its workings
for senators.
Under
new business, a
motion was passed concerning
the development of a students'
attorney
program. Being
developed mainly by Mankato
for presentation to the State

Fresh attractions from the The excuse for Monday's
greatest show on earth ...
journey into the surrealistic
was initial consideration of next
Need some novel cheap year's budget items. During
entertainment? Got a high this time the Senate proved two
tolerance level when it comes or three things:
to ineptitude in public office? If
you have answered both (1) They have, collectively,
questions yes, then the regular the administrative capability of
Monday Student
Senate a warm cabbage;
meeting is the place for you.
(2) Their justification of a
Whether you are a performer program will basically be, "I
or spectator, you are bound to want it, therefore it must be a
emerge from these laugh-filled good idea;"
sessions with a new disgust in
both the representative (?)
(3) Expenditure, not
form of government and in your investment, of student activity
own stupidity for voting these fees will be their major
hoopers into office.
preoccupation.
Basically, what Monday's
meeting proved beyond a
shadow of a doubt is that
Moorhead State students are
being represented by the obtuse
operating beneath what can
only be the worlds' greatest
supply of natural gas.
Obviously such an indictment
is not all inclusive. To be sure,
there were some senators
present who could not agree
with the proceedings. Many of
these left, however.

I assume you are coming to
the budget hearings. I have for
the last three years and I can
guarantee that an hour of such
hearings will make you glad of
an opportunity to be alone.
However, for the most part I
have to feel that could I do it
over again, I would throw my
lot jn with Senators Coley and
Elder. They did not even show
up to watch the fun.
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new or recycled, bikes are

Ted Bader says he sells approximately 200 bikes in the spring.With
every sale he gives a warning and a bit of advice to the buyer on the
present bike thefts. Photos by Peg Shea.

By Peg Shea

Some Neumaier residents chain their bikes
to the furniture in the lounges rather than
outside.

they provide a means for
physical exercise.

Over 21,500 licensed bicycles
plus hundreds of non-licensed
ones, ranging from the child size
"banana seater" to the $350 ten
speed,are travelling the streets
of Fargo-Moorhead this spring.

Permanent bicycle licenses
may be obtained at both the
Fargo and Moorhead Police
departments for fifty cents. One
must know the serial number of
his bike in order to license it.
Riding a bicycle has replaced The license serves as an aid in
the automobile for many area tracing stolen bicycles.
residents and college students.
Common reasons for
the
If interested in a used bicycle,
bicycle's growing popularity the Fargo Police will be
are bicycles are cheaper to auctioning all the unclaimed
operate than the automobile, bicycles of the past year on May
they are easier to park, they do 5 at the corner of 24th St. and 5th
not contribute to pollution and Ave. No., Fargo.

Heavy long chains are best for chaining
bikes. Always thread the chain through
the back wheel and around the frame.

Off-campus student Marion Bagi rides her bike every day to class,
to the grocery store and just for enjoyment.

A wooden bike hanger solved Kurt Ronning's
bike storage problem.
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leave education and join real world-intern
By Donna Bart
The student internship
program, experiencing some
stagnation in other state
colleges, is developing at a
fairly rapid pace at Moorhead
State College.
This year, according to John
McCune,
internship
coordinator, the biology and art
departments have added ' new
and innovative internships.
International internships in the
Scandanavian Studies, history
and social services
departments were added last
year.

V

*.

At this time, two women are
completing required
internships in London through
the social services department.
MSC is the first Minnesota State
College to have an internship
requirement in that
department. Last year,
students in art worked as
curators. Those in biology made
studies on the wolf.
Mass Communications is the
leader in the number of
internships granted to students,
with accounting not far behind.
Seven students are presently
interningin the mass
communications
department

are already in the teaching
areas, while McCune believes
that each department has the
The Chancellor's office has answer to what the future holds
"The main problem with developed over 200 internship in this program.
internships," said Studley, "is positions, but most of the
A student may set up any type
in getting the faculty fired up to internships at MSC have been
s o l i c i t c o m p a n i e s . T h e developed locally. Without a of internship that he desires,
internship provides a bridge grant from the Hill Family provided it meets the following
between the real world and the Foundation, the internship requirements. The internship
program would not have been must be in his major area, the
world of education."
possible in the Minnesota State d e p a r t m e n t m u s t f i l e a
He added, "it seems to be Colleges.
statement of policy with the
beneath the digiity of a lot of the
academic vice president and
faculty to be concerned about
S t u d l e y f e e l s t h a t t h e finally, the student must obtain
what students do after they i n t e r n s h i p s w i l l b e c o m e departmental approval from his
leave the classroom, However, required in the future as they faculty advisor.
industrial education has been
the most aggressive in

with WDAY, Melroe, the
Forum, the Casselton Reporter
and The Company.

acquiring internships for its
students."

Bikeway
Cycle
Center

n jJ;

"The inn place to go"

Fargo's Newest
Hard-to-Find
Bike Shop
at

featuring

9-1 Wed. thru Sat.

2107 3rd Ave. North, Fargo
Features the finest in 10-Speed
bicyles.

11TH STREET SOUTH AND HOLIDAY DRIVE

We repair all types of bikesw

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 56560
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BAIL BONDS

| Municipal -District-Federal
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ANYWHERE--ANYTIME
| CALL
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1

OP MOONHIAO

(24 HOURS)

Striving to meet student needs

jffrBOB YOUNG AGENCY INC.
<;

302 N Univ. Dr.

Fargo
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For your cold beer and kegs
Go To

THE BEER DEPOT

+ Free minimum balance checking
-I-Drive in teller windows
-{-Friendly fast service
AMERICAN
STATE

BANK

1301 5th St. So., Fargo

OPEN UNTIL 12:30 A.M.
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
TROPHIES AND
WEDDING
INVITATIONS
I

L

KRAIGr
WOLD

"Bi-ftci Stamps Sine* 1885"
<ut>4ei
TOnA*Fh 70)1)5-5347 — 04 W- 41(1 S( —
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Dirty ^
Bird
T
IS OPEN FOR

BANQUETS
WEDDING RECEPTIONS
CLASS REUNIONS
BUSINESS MEETINGS
CLUBS-GROUPS
600 CAPACITY
CATERING SERVICE
LOUNGE BAR— DANCE
FLOOR
For further information
call (218) 236-9790.
Highway 75 & 10
Moorhead, Minn. 56560

T E MP£B*Tu»t

DRIVE IN BANKING
CUSTOMER PARKING

Downtown
Moorhead

Member

FDIC

Gondola Pizza
Is once again offering a quart
of Coke with each large pizza.

GONDOLA PIZZA
Phone 236-5130 for delivery.
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about the beginning
Haydn composed a
musical work of art

An inspired Choir sings like a legion ot angeis.

By Rebecca Landby
"The Creation," an oratorio
written in 1798 by the German
composer Joseph Haydn, will be
re-created for public viewing by
the Moorhead State College
Varsity Choir. This
performance under the
direction of Michael Robbins,
instructor of music, will begin
at 8:15 pm next Wednesday,
April 25, in the Comstock
Memorial Union Ballroom.

Michael Robbins, with arms outstretched, leads the Varsity
Choir through the rough waters of Haydn's "The Creation."
Photos by Jeff Liss.

graduate student of music, will
accompany the two hour
performance.
"The Creation" consists of
three sections. (Two
intermissions are probable.)
The characters portrayed are
three angels, Gabriel, Uriel,
and Raphael. In the third part,
Haydn depicts Adam and Eve in
the Garden of Eden before the
fall of man.

Haydn was a master of
scenic depiction and word
Featured soloists for the painting. In Robbins' words,
evening are: Jean Ellen Locke, Haydn was outstanding in
assistant professor of voice "depicting various aspects of
(MSC), soprano; Ricardo painting into music which
Visus, assistant professor of sometimes profoundly and
amusingly
voice (MSC) tenor; and David sometimes
Martin, assistant professor of illustrated the idea."
voice (Concordia), bass. (The
"It's a demanding work for
work will be sung in English.)
David Miller, pianist and MSC chorus," reports Robbins,

^ntertalnmen^alendaj|
April 19-May 4 — Kramer, Lake and Knatterud, Senior Art
Exhibit, Center for the Arts Gallery.
April 24 — Malagasy Church Choir, Concert, Concordia, 8
p.m.
April 25 — "Bonnie and Clyde," SUPB film, Weld .
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m., 50 cents.
April 25 — 'The Creation," Varsity Choir concert, CMU
Ballroom, 8:15 p.m.

"with many splendid choruses,
solos, choruses with solos, and
duets depicting the well-known
events in the creation of the
world as set forth in Genesis ...
It's an optimistic work. The
negative aspects of man and
possibilities of nature are not
emphasized. God and man are
presented in their greatest
glory." Robbins relates further
that the treatment of God and
man in "The Creation" is
actually naive, "but in this
naivete there lies more
essential truth than meets the
eye."
Though you may not be
familiar with music of the
classicial period in its purest
form, "The Creation" is
extremely appropriate for this
time of year — spring, a season
of re-creation and inspiration.

arts &
entertainment

Black Oak is a swill group
By Dan Mangold
Few things amaze me in these
times (with the exception of
space trSlel and light bulbs),
but on top of the list is definitely
Black Oak Arkansas. The
amazement is not in B.O.A.
themselves, but in the masses of
people who continue to buy their
ridiculous records.
Their latest abortion is aptly
entitled "Raunch and Roll
Live," which is at best barely
listenable. They cannot possibly
sleep nights knowing that they
are creating possibly the worst
music the world has ever
known. For example their third-

rate lead singer, Jim Dandy,
contains all the class of
lukewarm urine. I have been
told that he paid for that voice.
To me that is like going out and
looking for a terminal body
odor disease.

One would think that after
buying their first album, the
sales of their second album
would barely cause a stir, even
at Mrs. Dandy's house. But it
did not. Even more suckers
joined the ranks of the B.O.A.
fan club (no honor by any
means).

Anyway, back to the aborted
place of swillI was speaking of.
From the beginning song,
"Gettin' Kinda Cocky" (I just
love the way those nifty downhome, country hippies title their
songs), to that introduction to
"Hot and Nasty," which
contains all the taste of earwax,
B.O.A. adds new dimensions to
the word tripe. If nothing else,
on the back of the album is a
more than
cute photo of a
toothless Jim Dandy.
Students please, there is more
to life than "Good old
footstompin' boogie."

Lazy Bill Lucas sang raspily to the content of
two packed Coffeehouses. His honky piano
playing and bluesy renditions of classic jazz
numbers made for the best night of Coffeehouse
entertainment this year. Photo by Kurt
Hegland.
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'Heartbreak' is comical tour deforce
By Phil Hilker

"The Heartbreak Kid" is a delivered to Lila, Lenny is able
clever, witty and often times
to pursue Kelly — even to the
sad film about one matrimonial point of divorcing Lila on their
knot that was loosely tied and honeymoon and tailing Kelly to
another than maybe should not her Minnesota home.
have been.
Lenny meets head-on with
Lenny Cantrow (Charles Mr. Corcoran (Eddie Albert),
Grodin) and Lila Kolodney who offers to pay $25,000 if he
(Jeannie Berlin) meet in a bar, will only forget about Kelly. He
postpone premarital sex and does not and finally secures
then marry in a most kosher Kelly's hand in marriage.
ceremony. On their first night
together, Lenny is subjected to
Grodin and Berlin are
such a barrage of ludicrousness perfectly mismatched as the
that he could not help but have impressionable sporting goods
second thoughts about the salesman and his wife who loves
woman he married.
to envision their life in 40 to 50
years. In Grodin, there is
First he has to fend off Lila's always that sense of being
interrogation session about her trapped in something much like
capacity
as a lover with, a bottomless well. He forsees
"It's difficult to give out his life with Lila as one
bulletins in the heat of passion." monotonous echoing answer to
Then, after she has gone pee the tedious questions she needs
pee, Lila tries to entice Lenny satisfied for reassurance.
with a candy bar, onlytobe
Berlin is the epitome of the
scolded with, "Don't put a
Milky Way in somebody's klutzy woman. Even her last
name, Kolodney, says that. Any
mouth who doesn't want it."
girl who pops out her breast and
shoves it into her husband's
From there, the marriage
goes downhill as Lila toasts to a face while he's driving, who
catsup red while Lenny meets, smears egg salad all over her
is teased by and falls for face and who tucks a napkin
coquettish Kelly Corcoran into the neck of her dress does
(Cybill Shepherd). Through a not even deserve a man like
pack of contrived statements G r o d i n . W h i l e o f t e n a

sympathetic character, Berlin second directorial effort, May h e a d e d , f l i g h t y a n d n o n 
is more times the girl you are h a s d e f i n i t e l y e s t a b l i s h e d c o m m i t t a l p r e t t y f a c e t h a t
herself as a major, if not the steals Gordin's heart away.
glad you let get away.
most important, female
"The Heartbreak Kid" is a
significant comedy that courses
Directed by Elaine May and director today.
Albert is start'ingly realistic as unyet travelled veins of humor
scripted by Neil Simon, "The
Heartbreak Kid" is primarily a Kelly's stubborn dad who "eats and pathos. It could very well
tour de force of these combined determination for breakfast." become the classic film where
talents. Simon's humor has W h i l e S h e p h e r d m a y h a v e direction, scripting and acting
n e v e r b e e n s o c l e a n a n d limited acting abilities, she does all jibed to create a most funny,
unpretentious and with this her work nicely as the empty- sensitive and insightful film.

The Grass Roots
IN CONCERT

Thursday, April 26 - 8 P.M.
Concordia Memorial Auditorium
Tickets $3, $4, and $5 available at Daveaus, Fargo
Or C-400 on Concordia Campus
Presented by Concordia Student Productions

Have you tried Breunig's Lager Beer?
COME MEET SOME BEERS
i YOU'VE NEVER TRIED BEFORE

I

COLD ItEDS

Mill Liquor Store

1612 Main Ave., Moorhead

TMRTVBIRP
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Witt CFIRST
I
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FIIM SINCE ROMEO & (UllET

"BroTHer sun

sisTerMOon"

Now — 7:35 & 9:50 Fri.- Sun.

9 THEATIR LOUNGE

SOYLENT
GREEN
People need it...
intheyear2022.
Now — 7:25 & 9:30
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hop on your bike or just hike
is fund-raiser for retarded
Volunteers throughout the reached for further information
Moorhead— Clay County area at 236-3681.
are being sought to hike or bike
over a 22-mile course April 29 to
The 22-mile route, which is
help raise money for mentally the same for hikers and bikers,
retarded children and adults. starts and ends at the MSC
Football Stadium. Initial
the
Part of the 1973 National participants will leave
Hike-Bike for the Retarded stadium about 11 a.m.
Program, the event is being
organized locally by the
Members of the Moorhead
M o o r h e a d S t a t e C o l l e g e National Guard will help by
Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, a patrolling along the route and
service fraternity. Professional
football star Calvin Hill of the
Dallas Cowboys is national
chairman.
Each of the hiking-biking
participants will be asked to
secure in advance financial
pledges of support for each mile
they travel from Clay County
area organizations, business
firms and individuals they ask
to serve as sponsors.
Of the total money raised
locally, 50 per cent will remain
in Clay County to help with
programs for the retarded here,
40 per cent will be sent to a
Minnesota headquarters for use
elsewhere in this state and 10
per cent will go to the national
headquarters, according to
Dick Frost.
Frost, a senior from LeSueur,
Bob Cooper, rural Pelican
Rapids, sophomore, and Allen
Snyder, St. Paul freshman, are
co-chairmen for the
arrangements. They can be

oS)e^

w

e

"One is a
reasonable
challenge"

auto dine
10th and Main, Moorhead

providing any needed
emergency first aid at the
various monitor check points.
Persons interested in
participating may pick up
forms for gaining signed
pledges of sponsors in advance
at Moorhead area churches,
business places, public schools
and at MSC dormitories, the
MSC Bookstore and MSC
Student Union.

The Moorhead Chapter of
Inter-varsity Christian
Fellowship, in connection with
other I.V.C.F. chapters, is
sponsoring a Northern
Minnesota spring conference
April 27 — 29, at Trout Lake
Camp, Pine River.

Pakistan for 18 years and
presently serving as personnel
secretary for the Conservative
Baptist Foreign Mission
Society, Wheaton, IL. He has
been described as a "guru who
has spent 30 years of his life
among Eastern religions
representing the greatest
Eastern religion in the world."

The three main concerns of
the conference will be the
All college, vocational, and
mission of God, God's mission
for you, and challenges from the nursing students as well as high
East. There will be 30 small school seniors are cordially
g r o u p B i b l e d i s c u s s i o n s , invited to attend.
singing, worships and outdoor
For further information about '
recreation.
the conference and about
The featured speaker will be transportation, please contact
Rev. Raymond Buker, Jr., Brian at 236-3404 or Deb at 233f o r m e r l y m i s s i o n a r y t o 9242.

Under New
Manage
ment

B6G0RD3
59 N 5tm ST - FARGO N DAK
PHONE 237-04BI

$5.98 LP's for
$4.98 LP's for
8 Track Tapes

$3.99
$2.99
$ 3.99

ALSO ANTIQUES, PAINTINGS AND TAPESTRIES

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
, 519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

TAKE TWO YEARS OFF THIS SUMMER
WITH THE ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM OFFERED AT
NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY
Army ROTC usually takes four years of college. But
you can do it in two.
If, for example, you couldn't take Army ROTC
during your first two years of college.
Or if you just didn't want to take Army ROTC before.
But now you recognize the benefits.
You start the Two-Year Program by going to our
six-week Basic Camp the summer following your sophomore year.
Camp — a little classroom work; some challenging
physical training — replaces the Basic Course you would have
taken during your first two years of college. You're wellpaid for this six-week catch-up.
Then, after camp, you complete your Advanced
Course during your junior and senior years.
Maybe you'll decide that the chance to get real management experience
earlier than most people will be
worth a lot later on.
Maybe you can use the $100 per month subsistence
allowance you will get for up to 10 months of each school year
Maybe qualifying for two careers simultaneously —
military or civilian —is insurance against job uncertainties.
Or, maybe the opportunity for an Army ROTC scholar
ship is exciting.
The Army ROTC Two-Year Program is another
chance for a better career, through Army ROTC.
Talk over the Two-Year Program with
the Professor of Military Science at your school,
Or use this coupon. There's no obligation.
^
Army ROTC
Army ROTC. The more you look
NDSU
at it, the better it looks.
S
Fargo< ND 58102

^°P0.VS

So 9<e

BELLYBUSTER

Inter-warsity conference slated

i

Tell me more about the
Army ROTC Two-Year Program

e

Name
Address
Cit V

627 1st Ave. N.,

Madsen's Jewelry
Fargo

"J

*We will adjust to this tolerance,
necessary. Guarantee is for one year
ear.J

State
College you're attending

County..
Zip.
Phone.
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what's brewing at Goose?
By Richard Clerke
There is a rumor going
around that college kids still
drink beer! Well at Gooseberry
mound
last Saturday the
Raisins and Flakes along with a
few others, were doing exactly
that.
The festivities started at 2 in
the afternoon and went until the
last keg ran out at around 9 p.m.
The brew ran well as everyone
poured down as many as
rational people figured they
could hold. A few irrational
people drank more.

Photos By Richard Clerke
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why people come to MSC-size, $, program, quality, area

to determine the reasons
Following is a report of the
major findings of a telephone students give for (1) entering
survey of Moorhead State Moorhead State and (2)
College students conducted by continuing at Moorhead State
the MSC Student Survey after they enter.
Committee with the help of
The survey was carried out as
Spurs during late winter and
early spring quarters this year. a result of interest in these
The purposes of the survey were questions by the Faculty Senate
and the general concern about
Reasons for entry
A B C enrollment decline.
65 73 77
course program
55 51 70
Samples totalling 225 students
near home
living in F-M area 51 47 53 were randomly selected by
46 58 43 computer. Useable responses
teacher contact
less expensive.
45 66 + were obtained from 74 per cent
A is average for all students
of the students, which is a good
B is freshmen
return by most polling
C is transfer students
standards.
The results results were
Reasons for continuing
Ave. based on over 35 questionnaire
familiarly with MSC
85 items and are too extensive to
size of MSC
76 be fully reported here. Persons
student relationships
73 interested in the complete data,
academic success
70 which lists results for all classes
quality of my dept.
64
quality of instruction
64 on every item, should contact
Les Bakke in Student
Personnel.

unien

233-2461
24 Hour
Towing I Wrecker
Service

HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

Planning A
Party?

The major findings are
summarized below. Each table
shows the per cent of students
giving the most frequently
stated reasons:

emphasized by all classes and
especially by
freshmen. It
appears that opportunity at
MSC for personalized education
may be an important drawing
T h e f o u r o r f i v e m o s t feature.
frequently given reasons for
Low costs, which may well
coming to MSC were essentially
relaleto
being able to live in or
the same for all classes. Why
students most often indicated n e a r h o m e , w e r e a l s o
mentioned.
"course program or major" is f r e q u e n t l y
Transfers,
however,
placed
not clear. It may be the most
obvious and socially acceptable more emphasis on the college's
reason to give and-or it may reputation for academic quality
m e a n t h a t s t u d e n t s a r e than on costs (denoted by the
interested in specific programs plus in the table).
the college offers. The specific
Of interest was the finding
majors or programs of interest
that
freshmen gave "tri-college
to students were not polled in
opportunities" as an entry
this survey.
reason much more often than
Area factors ("near home," other classes, suggesting that
"living in F-M") are clearly new students are a lot more
prominent as reasons for entry. aware of these opportunities
The appeal of living near home than others have been to date.
is especially high for transfer
Reasons for continuing at
students. Opportunity for
t e a c h e r c o n t a c t w a s MSC differ a good bit from those

for entry. General familiarity
with the college — its facilities
and people — is mentioned
most often. Size of the college
and satisfying student
relationships are next in
frequency. These three reasons
suggest the importance of
comfortable personal contacts
with othes as a factor in
continuation. The next three
most frequent reasons appear
more related to academic than
interpersonal factors. Students
that continue feel they have had
academic success and
emphasize the positive quality
of their educational experience
at Moorhead State.

MSC STUDENTS

Pay ONLY 10c
for 20-word
Want Ad
in your ADVOCATE

Bookstore
Remodeling

SALE

Stop At

WALDORF
LIQUORS

SILLY SCULPS
PAPERBACKS

718 Main, Fargo

STATIONERY

Save On All
Your Party Needs
"First Package Store Across The Bridge
On Main Ave."

50*

^l
V2 P r i c e

°Per Lb.

ART PRINTS

*150

POSTERS

$|00

COME IN ANDHELPUS
CLEAROUT
AT THE MSC BOOKSTORE

Your Favorite Cocktails & Beverages

*11232!

fyp ea-iin

282-3693

•
•
•
•
•

CHICKEN
PRIME WESTERN STEAK
SEA-FOOD
MEALS PREPARED TO YOUR SATISFACTION
BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS TO 150
ON & OFF SALE LIQUORS

• SMORGASBORD
MON.-SAT., 11 A.M. — 2 P.M.
UVE ENTERTAINMENT NITELY

Sportland Specials
Reg. *170
NOW

BERT WEAVER
OUTFIT

$QQ00

Includes:
3 Woods
8 Irons

$£00

Doz.

12 A S S O R T E D G O L F B A L L S
TENNIS SHIRTS AND SHORTS
MEN'S AND LADIES'OUTFITS

221 MAIN, MOORHEAD

Absolutely the last
chance to buy this
quarter's text books.
Text book section of the
MSC Bookstore will be
Closed April 24
for the rest of
the quarter.

Correction
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The Advocate made errors in
The Advocate also erred in
figures and facts that were a t t r i b u t i n g s t a t e m e n t s t o
carried in a story in the April Engberg regarding the possible
5th issue concerning improved causes for the improvements.
grade point averages (GPAs)
There are so many possible
Moorhead State students factors involved that I am in no
generally have been compiling position to comment on what the
over-all since 1967.
major causes might be,"
Engberg said.
The thrust of the story is true
To the right is a table
__ MSC students have been compiled by Engberg showing
compiling better and better grade distributions in major
GPAS over the past six years categories each fall quarter on
while enrollments for the most this campus from 1967 through
part have been climbing.
1972:
Not shown are the tabulations
The Advocate misinterpreted
for
such grades as satisfactory,
figures given by Don Engberg,
MSC registrar, pinpointing the audited classes, withdrawals,
incompletes, etc.
changes.

Application blanks for such
majors will be given out at this
quarter or Winter Quarter 1973- meeting and must be returned
74 are alerted to key meetings by the end of this current
quarter.
sc
_ ions Arlo Brown, student
On May 1, assignments will be
teaching supervisor.
distributed at a meeting for all
those education majors
On April 24, a meeting will be
intending to student teach next
held for majors in traditional fall.
elementary teaching, special
will be at 4
teaching fields and all
secondary education fields who p.m. in the Biology
wish to apply for student Auditorium (Room
of them will last
teaching positions winter

FALL QUARTER GRADE DISTRIBUTION
Percentage
of all
Grades
Issued

tr

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

C

D

F

Total
Of All
Grades
Issued

1,622
8.6

631

18,866

Grades
A

B

3,034

5,315

5,757

16.1

28.2

30.5

3,798

6,561

6,426

29.5

28.9

1,596
7.2

467
2.1

22,266

17.1
4,750

7,148

6,246

1,540

457

23,837

19.9

30.0

26.2

6.5

1.9

4,649

6,920

6,252

1,455

444

19.0

28.3

25.6

6.0

1.8

5,217

7,271
30.8

5,455

1,179

384

22.1

23.1

5.0

1.6

5,712

6,719

4,541

918

260

25.8

30.4

20.5

4.1

1.2

3.3

24,415

23,623

22,122

3rd Snarr East awarded plaque
The Moorhead State College quarter) of the third floor
chapter of Phi Eta Sigma, a residents, was presented to
freshman men's national dorm council representative
honorary fraternity, awarded a Marc Lundquist.
plaque to Snarr East's Third
Floor, on April 6.
The award was given for the
first time since 1967, following
The plaque
given in Phi Eta Sigma's resolution to
recognition of the collective make a renewed effort to
scholastic achievement (based encourage academic excellence
on grades for the
winter on the campus.

In view of the fact that the
purpose of Phi Eta Sigma is to
distinguish the exceptional
male student from his freshman
peers, the members of the
fraternity thought that it would
be inappropriate to consider the
equally laudable achievements
of the top coed floors, according
to Roger T. Asleson, president
Phi Eta Sigma Fraternity.

quarter.

LOOKING FOR
TRANSPORTATION

CALL

CITY CAB

233-1354

NO METERS

24 HOUR SERVICE
DR. HARLAN GEIGER

THE
OPTOMETRIST
PROFESSIONALS
Contact Lenses
515 1st Ave.

N. - Ph. 238-1292

DRS. CARLSON & LARSON
CONTACT LENSES

OPTOMETRIST
Box 249, Moorhead Center Mall — Ph. 233-1624

Dress Up This Spring
With Young America
Stop in and see the new
fashions for proms,
fraternity parties,
graduation or weekly
park happenings.

Nova Custom Hatchback Coupe

Walt Sanders Chevrolet
CASSELTON, N.D.
TWENTY MINUTES FROMTHE F-M AREA
Sanderized New and
Used Cars
Open Saturdays Until 4

Phone
347-4451
(Toll Free)

YOUNG
AMERICA
CONCEPT 208 —WEST ACRES
BISMARCK ANDMINOT
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sports
MSC golfers top inter-city foes
By Mary Ann Young

With a win
over the
Concordia golf team behind
them, Moorhead State College
is facing a season which could
contain another NIC
championship.

par 3 course. Other Dragon low
scorers were: John Hagge (soFergus Falls) — 74; Co-captain
Butch Emmel (sr-Wahpeton,
ND) — 75; Dick Simmons (soWayzata) — 75; and Co-captain
Grady Anderson (soAlexandria) — 76.

Tuesday, the Dragons slipped
past Concordia at Edgewood
Golf Course with a 373-378 score.
"They all shot well," stated
Coach T.E. Smith. Dave
Henderson (jr-Brainerd) led the
Varsity squad with a 73 on the

The Junior Varsity squad, led
by Alan Ottinger (soJamestown, ND) and Tom
Sletten (jr-Elbow Lake), both
with a 75, were also victors over
the Concordian Squad, 389-405.

"They shouldn't count us out"
was Coach Smith's comment on
his team's bid for their fourth
straight NIC championship.
With the loss of Bruce Heysse
(jr-Moorhead) to Edgewood as
assistant pro, there are four
"steady" performers missing
from the 1972 Moorhead State
team. Citing a "fair amount of
depth"
to his team's fine
success, Coach Smith is
counting on making
a"respectable
showing"
against their toughest

Cougar Relays will test thinclads
By Jeff Tiedeman

The high-flying tracksters of
Moorhead State College hope to
continue their winning ways as
they travel to Morris to compete
in the Cougar Relays April 21.
"It's going to be awfully
difficult for us to win this
(meet," Coach Ron Masanz said.
"St. Cloud is strong in the field
events and with seven field
events on the schedule that is
going to hurt us. The fact that
there is no 220,440 or 880 will not
help, either."
Moorhead State will put an 18meet victory steak on the line
Saturday. The Dragons have

not lost a track meet since the White Bear Lake) and John
Inter-City Indoor last year, with Tiemann (fr-St. Paul Highland
the exception of national meets. Park) set a distance medley
relay record of 10:25.7, beating
Moorhead State opened its the previous record by 22
outdoor season last weekend in seconds.
St. Olaf with a strong showing at
The sprint medley relay team
the Manitou Relays.
of Jim Gravalin (fr-Moorhead),
The Dragons set three school Gary Tapper (sr-Park Rapids)
outdoor records in the distance Don Woodbury (jr-White Bear
medley relay, the sprint relay Lake) and Lapka lowered the
and the shot put. Moorhead also school mark to 3:34.0.
set a Manitou Relay mile record
The other Dragon record
of 3:24.4. The Dragons won four
relay events and placed second setter was Dale Robley (srPelican Rapids), who threw the
in two others.
shot 54AV4. Robley was beaten
Pete Lapka (sr-Winnipeg, out by % of an inch for first
Man.) Robbie Anderson (fr- place.
Moorhead), Line Woodbury (fr-

intra murals I

VIKES SIGN KICKER —
Tom Kelly of Manchester,
England, a soccer-style kicker
who is a senior at Oklahoma
State College, will get a chance
Forty-one teams have registered for Softball this spring, to show his ability at the
for one of the largest turnouts ever, according to Dan Minnesota Vikings' rookie
camp to be held April 26-28.
Purcell, intramural director.

With over 500 people signed up for Softball, it is not too
late to sign up a team. Today is the deadline for late entry.

competition, Bemidji State and
St. Cloud State. The only
problems he sees the teams
facing are in "rhythm,
c o n f i d e n c e a n d i n
concentration."
Last Saturday, the Dragons
faced neighboring North
Dakota State University, at the
Edgewood and were triumphant
with a score of 389 to 403. Low
shooters for MSC were John
Hagge — 73; Butch Emmel —

By Gayle Cossette
Moorhead State College
outscored Concordia College by
one-half
point winning the
Minn-Kota
Conference
Women's Indoor Track Meet
April 10 at North Dakota State
U n i v e r s i t y , 91V&-91. T h e
University of North Dakota
placed third with 88V2 points.
Once again Sharon Gerlach
(jr-Long Prairie) and the 880
relay team turned in the only
firsts for MSC, but at least one
Dragonnette placed in almost
every other event.
Helen Brubakken (soMoorhead) captured second in
the 880 qualifying for the
nationals and also took second
in the 440 followed
by
Dragonnettes in third, fifth, and
sixth places.
Sharon Gerlach also took
second in the 60-yard dash as

Both the Moorhead State
College baseball and tennis
teams will try to get back on
the winning track this coming

Listed below are spring quarter's scheduled intramural
events.

Week of March 12
March 15
Apr. 2
Apr. 9
Apr. 16
Apr. 26
Week-of May 7

MEN
Badminton Doubles
Swimming
Indoor Track
Weightlifting
Tennis-Doubles
Racquetball Doubles
Softball-Slow Pitch
Soccer
Horseshoes
Tug of War
Trapshoot
Outdoor Track

March 12
March 19
March 27
March 28
March 30
Apr. 12
Apr. 11
Apr. 20
Apr. 24
May 1
At Meet
May 15

March 13
March 20
March 28
March 29
Apr. 2
Apr. 16
Apr. 12
Apr. 23
Apr. 25
May 2
Week of May 7
May 16

The intercollegiate tennis
team opened their season here
last Tuesday in a meet against
Bemidji State College in which
s e v e n MSC w o m e n
participated. Tennis Coach
Eileen Hume plans a return
match at Bemidji for April 24.
The extramural softball team
began their season with a loss to
NDSU last week. They will play
at Mayville Tuesday.
A women's intercollegiate
golf meeting will be held April
25 at 4 p.m. in Nemzek 206.

week, but Dragon nine will have
their work cut out for them.
The Dragon baseball team
will travel to St. Cloud State for
a three-game series
this
weekend, but must contend
with the heavy bats of the
Huskies, who battered
Minnesota-Morris last weekend
by scores of 22-9, 10-7 and 11-0.

The Dragons* returned from
their southern trip with a 1-4
record, but lost a doubleheader
to Mayville State and dropped a
single game to Concordia
College.

Participation-Place
Points-Last to 1st

March 9
March 14
March 30
Apr. 6
Apr. 12
Apr. 25
At Meet

Coach Dee Watson's
Dragonnettes concluded their
indoor season with the meet and
are conditioning for the first
outdoor meet May 1 at
Dickinson State College.

Moorhead State hopes to snap
a seven-game losing streak on
Friday after dropping three
games to Winona State last
weekend, 9-7, 8-3 and 1-0.

In coed basketball, the Human Relators defeated Pit
Crew for the championship.

Basketball
Badminton
Volleyball Tournament
Tennis-Mixed Doubles
Softball
Horseshoes
Trapshoot

did Ki Gohdes (sr-Mapleton,
ND) in the 80-yard hurdles. Five
other MSC relay teams placed
in various races.

Dragons try to get on track

In the men's racquetball tournament, Joel Savre and
Brad Johnson were the winners.

Competition
Begins

April 27, Moorhead travels to
Detroit Lakes for their own
Cobber-Dragon
Invitational.
This meet will involve 11 teams
from Minnesota, North Dakota
and South Dakota. The
following
day they'll move
along to Aberdeen, South
Dakota, for the Northern State
Invitational.

women claim slim win

Of the 41 teams, there are 25 men's slow pitch, four men's
fast pitch and 12 coed slow pitch.

Registration
Deadline

74; Dick Simmons — 76; Grady
Anderson —80; and Tim Larson
(jr-Montevideo) — 86.

50-150
25-75
50-150
25-75
50-150
25-75
25-75

The tennis team, winless in its
first three starts of the year,
evened its record at 3-3, with
wins over Minnesota-Morris,
North Dakota SSS and Valley
City State, before dropping a
dual to North Dakota State
University April 17.

-

25-75
25-75
50-1500
25-75

The tennis team has two
matches next week, April 24
against the Universty of North
Dakota, and April 25, against
On nice spring days, there is always time for a quick game of Concordia College.

softball. Photo by David Benning.

Dragon gridders tackle spring football
By Bruce Hanson
With the coming of spring,
most students think of the
upcoming summer, but to 70
football
players under the
direction of head Coach Ross
Fortier and his staff, it means
spring football practice in
preparation for the 1973 football
season.
Spring football began April 7,
and will continue until about
May 1. There are five or six
practice sessions a week with
each session lasting
approximately two hours.
Major goals for spring
football practice were listed in
a four-point plan by Coach
Fortier. First goal is to evaluate
each player individually and
discover how to develop his
talent. Second, spring football
should develop a sense of team
unity and a feeling of working
together.
Third goal is to discover how
this individual will fit into the
football team as a unit. During
this stage of practice there are
position switches by players in
an attempt to discover where
this individual plays best. The
final step is to pool this
knowledge and decide which
offensive and defensive
formations are best suited to the
personnel.
This spring there have been
no serious injuries. This is a

Spring football practice opened with the collective crunch of bodies
being hurdled against each other and various dummies. Photos by
David Benning.
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trend Fortier would like to see
continue throughout the 1973
football campaign.
Spring practice will be
highlighted by an informal
intrasquad game near the end
of April . Because of the heavy
use the game football field took
during last fall, the intra squad
game will be played on the
practice field during the day
light hours.
Fortier stated that although
they conduct spring practice
"players are required to report
into fall practice in good
physical shape." To do this, the
players work out individually
until the end of July. At that
time they are put on a
programmed individual
workout schedule which leads
up to the first day of fall football
practice Aug. 20.
Recruiting is reportedly going
well for next year but the actual
number of recruits will not be
known until fall practice begins.
This quarter five junior college
transfer football players
registered at Moorhead State
College so they could start
preparing for next year's
football season this spring.
Coach Fortier is looking
forward to the 1973 football
campaign in which he hopes to
guide the Dragons back to the
NIC football championship,
which they lost to Michigan
Tech University last season.
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official bulletin
(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar
STUDENT TEACHERS (WINTER 1973-74): A meeting will be held on
April 24, at 4 p.m. in Biology Hall 110 for those students in Traditional
Elementary Education, Special Fields, and all Secondary Majors who wish
to apply for student teaching during Winter Quarter 1973-74. Applications will
be given out at this time.
Applications for those wishing to student teach during Winter Quarter
must be completed and returned to the Education Department by the end of
Spring Quarter 1973 — because time is needed in order to assure placement.
This meeting will take approximately one (1) hour.

+ ++ ++

1973-1974 HOUSING APPLICATIONS: All students who wish to live in the
residence halls during the next academic year^may now obtain an
application form in the Housing Office in Ballard HalL

+ ++ ++

RESIDENCE HALL NIGHT WATCHMEN'S APPLICATIONS: The
Housing Office is currently accepting applications for the position of
Residence Hall Night Watchman for summer and the 1973-74 academic year.
Applications may be picked up at the Housing Office located in Ballard Hall.
All applicants must be MSC students, have at least a 2.0 G.P.A. and be 20
years old or have junior status. Applications will be acceptable until May 4,
1973.

want ads
PREGNANT & ALONE? Call
BIRTHRIGHT. The volunteers will
provide free confidential help, help
without pressure. They'll listen
anytime ... anywhere. Call anytime
Monday-Friday, 701-237-9955.
FOR
SALE: Honda 350
Scrambler, with red line
10,500
RPM. For further information call
233-2983 and ask for Brian Cherry.
PERSONAL: Melvin: Have found
a new love, too — Wang Onadat
Dood. He thinks he knows
Carmelita. Wanda.
WANTED: Separate housing for
two high school students — one
male, one female; for the period
June 11 -July 3. These students wish
to attend the MSC Summer High
School Workshop but cannot afford
room and board. Send replies to:
Jim Filibeck, Delano High School,
Delano, MN. 55328.
WANT JOBS: Clean-up, raking,
mowing, etc. Will take care of your
property during your summer
vacations. Make reservations now.
Jon Kranz, 236-9338.
PASSPORT AND JOB application
photos. Six photos for $3; 20 photos
for $5. Fast service and top quality.
Call Tom at the Advocate, 236-2551,
or 236-7679.

FOR SALE: Round oak table,
mahogany finish, in very good
condition, 48-inch diameter, with 6
leaves. $150. Call 233-7459 after 5:30
PERSONAL: Thaddeus: The
p.m.
grass is greener in my room. Also, I
FOR SALE: Bed, $10. Call 233-0161
have some horses that will make you
smack your lips. Terrence Rugby between 4:30 and 6:30 p.m.
III.
CARS FOR SALE: 1969 GTO, 1967
WANTED: Beginning and Cadillac and many others.
intermediate tennis partners for Wholesale prices. Call 236-8989 or
singles practice. Call Curt, 233-5734.
237-0499.
THANKS: Mysincerest thank you
to everyone who made my birthday
on April 12 the most wonderful I've
ever had. Linda.

ATTENTION RA's: Will take
dorm floor pictures, indoors or out.
Call Peg at 2772 for appointment or
more information.

calendar of events
April 20 — 23
EASTER RECESS
Monday, April 23
6 p.m. MSC Women's Club Meeting — Murray Commons
Tuesday, April 24
4 p.m. Student Teaching Application for Winter Quarter 1973-74 — Biology
Hall, Room 110
5:30p.m. — TennisMatch: MSC vs. University of North Dakota — Nemzek
Courts
7-9 p.m. —Student Recreation Swimming — Nemzek Pool
8 p.m. — Poetry Festival — Coffee House, Union
Wednesday, April 25
3 p.m. TennisMatch: MSC vs. Concordia College atConcordia Courts
4 p.m. — Rich Newhouse: "Special Olympics" — Lommen, Room 205
5:30 p.m. — Baha'i Meeting Room 218, Union
7:30 p.m. — SUPB Film Series: BONNIE & CLYDE 50c — Weld
Auditorium
8:15 p.m. — Varsity Choir Concert: THE CREATION — Comstock
Memorial Union Ballroom
8 p.m. — Poetry Festival — Coffee House, Union.

FREE
ICE
CREAM
every Sunday and Saturday
during April.

auto dine
10th and Main, Moorhead

Bartenders haven't changed. They still ask, "What'll
you have?" And beer lovers all across the country still
answer, "Pabst Blue Ribbon." That's because they know
Pabst is still brewed the same way today—slowly and

MSC
Sunday
Special
(11 a.m. to 9

p.m.)

Good Every Sunday

iSirloin Steak
Reg.
$2.29

$1.89

complete with
tossed salad,
baked potato and
Texas toast!
MSC STUDENTS
iND FACULTY ONLY
(I.D.'s needed)
. Come on out to

GONSNZS

mora Fit

2515 So. University
(Phone 232-3127,

naturally—like it was when it won the Blue Ribbon.
For good old-time beer flavor, it's Pabst Blue Ribbon.
What'll you have?

